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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The spotlight on the American public school teacher has never been brighter. To ensure that all students have access to quality teaching, most states have adopted new, more rigorous teacher evaluation systems over the past five years based on multiple measures of teacher performance, such as evidence of student learning and observations of teacher practice. At the same time, most states have also adopted more rigorous academic standards in order to better prepare students for college, career, and civic life. These two efforts fit together: students will meet the new academic expectations only insofar as their teachers can successfully deliver on them in the classroom.

Given the critical need to improve student learning and the outsized influence that teachers have in this area, both efforts are imperative. But evaluation systems put teachers under heightened scrutiny at the same time that they are revisiting how and what they teach. Carrying out new college- and career-ready standards will require all teachers—irrespective of content area—to make planning and pedagogical shifts, with an even greater emphasis on helping students develop their problem-solving and analytic skills through effective questioning and discussion techniques.

To help teachers meet this challenge, states, local education agencies (LEAs), and schools must work together to ensure that teachers receive frequent, targeted feedback and suggestions for how to grow their practice. Fortunately, teacher evaluation systems hold much potential for delivering the kind of constructive feedback and aligned learning opportunities that can promote teacher improvement.

However, to date, most of the public narrative and teacher pushback about evaluation has centered on its use for high-stakes personnel decisions such as pay, promotion, and dismissal. Given this, some might be puzzled, or even bristle, at the suggestion that evaluation systems shift to support teacher growth. This paper highlights a representative place to assist LEAs in making the connection between performance ratings to include a focus on teacher development. While these efforts have taken different shapes depending on the state context, all are focused on some combination of communication, support, and monitoring of evaluation as a tool to support teacher growth. This paper highlights a representative sample of what we learned from states and digs deeper into the work of four—Colorado, Delaware, Louisiana, and Tennessee—to share promising practices and lessons learned.

But even for the states highlighted, more work can be done to meaningfully connect evaluation with support. Despite LEAs and schools holding primary responsibility for teachers’ ongoing improvement, states have a substantial role to play in helping ensure that evaluation systems shift to support teacher growth in meaningful ways. States should strive to put policies in place to ensure teachers receive frequent, accurate feedback and to communicate to educators that a key purpose of evaluation is to support teacher growth, in addition to accountability. Then, states must ensure that LEA and school leaders follow through by providing them with training, tools, and resources to inform teacher development, and by monitoring local efforts and outcomes.

We recognize that states’ spheres of influence will vary depending on their context and that they will not be able to take all of the necessary steps at once. The work will require thoughtful prioritization, and consideration of how it can be integrated with other education initiatives, in the face of funding, capacity, and logistical constraints. Some states may feel that the recent passage of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), which reauthorized the federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act, will make this work even harder, as it ended the strongest federal incentives to develop and implement more rigorous educator evaluation systems.

States should embrace this responsibility and use it as an opportunity to rethink their teacher evaluation systems to include a clear focus on professional growth, in addition to accountability.

However, the law provides funding for states to invest in systems that “provide useful and timely feedback and... inform decision making about professional development [and] improvement strategies.” In fact, by enacting ESSA, the federal government has put the obligation for ensuring teaching quality and student success squarely on states’ shoulders, along with the expectation that states will fulfill it. States should embrace this responsibility and use it as an opportunity to rethink their teacher evaluation systems to include a clear focus on professional growth, in addition to accountability. By moving forward in this area, states can help ensure that all teachers—and their students—succeed.

* For the remainder of the paper, we use “31 states” when referencing the 30 states and the District of Columbia’s Office of the State Superintendent identified by NCTQ as having policies requiring that teacher evaluation inform professional development. Although we attempted to contact and interview individuals at all 31 state education agencies, five states were non-responders (see Interviews Conducted, page 34).
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The federal initiatives that helped incentivize new multiple-measure evaluation systems intended for them to have a dual purpose of both accountability and support (see: “The Rise of New Teacher Evaluation Systems and How Development Got Largely Overlooked” on page 6). But to date, states have primarily focused on the former. The majority of states concentrated their efforts on designing and operationalizing these new systems—for example, developing measures of student growth—in order to rate teachers’ performance and identify the proportion of teachers who fall in each rating category. (See: “What Are Student Growth Measures?” on page 5.) Some states are starting to use these ratings to identify top teachers for recognition and rewards and bottom teachers for remediation and dismissal. For instance, Tennessee is using its evaluation system to identify high-performing teachers for participation in a teacher leadership network, and local education agencies have also begun to dismiss a small number of persistently low-performers.

But in most states the results from new multiple-measure teacher evaluation systems show that the vast majority of teachers are being rated in the top rating categories, leaving little differentiation on which to base personnel decisions like these. In particular, very few teachers have been identified and dismissed for poor performance under new evaluation systems despite fear and anxiety among teachers that they would be.

Teachers continue to be rated highly under new teacher evaluation systems for several reasons, including system design and the need for better observer training. Beyond these technical factors, there are interpersonal dynamics at play as well. School principals and other observers** charged with evaluating teacher practice often face disincentives to providing accurate ratings, including the desire to maintain strong staff morale. But, even if all these factors improved tomorrow and evaluation systems captured a more nuanced picture of teacher performance, most of the 3.5 million teachers in the U.S. would likely still fall in the middle of the performance distribution, as neither superstars nor laggards (see Figure 1). While it is unreasonable to expect all teachers to become superstars, states, LEAs, and schools can provide high-quality targeted supports to help teachers become better at their craft and help shift the entire distribution of effective teaching forward.

**We use the term “observer” rather than “evaluator” as the classroom observation component of evaluation systems is more likely to provide rich data and feedback to support teacher improvement than the summative rating alone. Most often the observer tasked with providing a final evaluation score is the school principal, although some systems allow for multiple evaluators or observers as discussed in the following section.

Figure 1: Most Teachers are Neither Superstars nor Laggards

Summative Observation Ratings of MET Project Teachers

Note: Adapted from Education Counsel’s report, “The Quality Framework,” April 2014.

### What Are Student Growth Measures?

This paper focuses primarily on the observation component of new multiple-measure teacher evaluation systems, as observation feedback has high potential for supporting teacher improvement and generally applies to all teachers. However, public debate surrounding evaluations has primarily focused on another system component that a majority of states now require: student growth measures. Though these measures take on a variety of names and forms, they generally refer to students’ academic progress between two points in time, typically from one year to the next.

In most states, for teachers in grades and subjects with annual standardized assessments, the “student growth” measure is based largely or wholly on their students’ progress on these assessments. The models used to calculate growth range in complexity and their ability to isolate an individual teacher’s impact—from simple comparisons and descriptive analyses to more sophisticated value-added models that attempt to control for other outside factors.

For teachers in “untested” grades and subjects, 22 states allow or require “student learning objectives” (SLOs) to be used to measure student growth. SLOs are specific student learning goals accompanied by measures to track progress toward that goal. Typically based on assessments other than annual statewide tests, they are often set by a teacher at the beginning of the school year and dependent on the school leader’s approval. These may be used for teachers in “tested” grades and subjects as well.

---

As highlighted in TNTP’s seminal report, The Widget Effect, prior to 2009, most states and LEAs lacked a robust method for measuring teacher performance. Principals typically performed cursory observations of teachers’ classroom practice once a year, using compliance-oriented checklists, while in some places, tenured teachers went unobserved. Frequently the areas included on these checklists had little to do with teachers’ ability to help students learn—for example, the cleanliness of teachers’ bulletin boards or the orderliness of their classrooms. Principals typically performed cursory observations, prior to 2009, most states and LEAs lacked a state teacher evaluation systems that were: fair and rigorous; based on performance evaluation criteria included designing through performance evaluation systems. The RTT announcement that it would grant states flexibility in worth the most points in the performance evaluation sub-category, all states that won a RTT grant had to states had revised their evaluation systems before the Department announced its waivers, the remainder did so in large part, if not entirely, in response to the waivers. However, many of these new systems are still not providing teachers with richer; more frequent feedback on their practice than they were before or differentiating teacher performance to inform their development. While the Department intended for states’ waiver plans to catalyze better evaluation and improvement activities, it only provided specific guidance on the former. ED required states to develop new teacher evaluation systems that included at least three levels of performance ratings, incorporated “multiple valid measures in determining performance levels, including as a significant factor data on student growth,” and used evaluation ratings to inform personnel decisions by a certain date. Less clear were the requirements stipulating evaluation systems “be used for continual improvement of instruction” and “provide clear, timely, and useful feedback, including feedback that identifies needs and guides professional development.” And while—at least initially—ED denied some states waivers for not having the legal authority to ensure local implementation or for not implementing certain aspects of evaluation systems, such as student growth, within the specified timeline, no state was denied a waiver because it had not sufficiently planned for how to use these new systems to drive educator improvement.

### The Rise of New Teacher Evaluation Systems and How Development Got Largely Overlooked

As highlighted in TNTP’s seminal report, The Widget Effect, prior to 2009, most states and LEAs lacked a robust method for measuring teacher performance. Principals typically performed cursory observations of teachers’ classroom practice once a year, using compliance-oriented checklists, while in some places, tenured teachers went unobserved. Frequently the areas included on these checklists had little to do with teachers’ ability to help students learn—for example, the cleanliness of teachers’ bulletin boards or the orderliness of their classrooms. Principals typically performed cursory observations, prior to 2009, most states and LEAs lacked a

---

### While ED took action when states failed to follow through on some elements of their teacher and leader effectiveness plans ... ED did not intervene in states that failed to connect evaluation to professional development.

While debates continue about whether U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan was within his authority to put stipulations on states to earn an ESEA waiver, the efforts clearly had an impact on state policy. Just six years after The Widget Effect, 43 states have developed more rigorous evaluation systems that incorporate a measure of student learning growth and also include more detailed evidence-based classroom observations of teachers’ practice. While about half of these
Despite this reality, the dominant narrative around evaluation has been about whether teachers are being fairly rated as “ineffective” or “in need of improvement” rather than the ongoing development of all teachers. Unfortunately, current development policies tend to reinforce rather than combat this narrative: states and LEAs often only require “improvement plans” for their lowest-performing teachers, and schools often only intervene with support for struggling teachers. As a result, the term “improvement” has developed a negative connotation within the context of teacher evaluation, undermining its potential as a vehicle for continuous teacher learning and growth.

While new teacher evaluation systems are still relatively young, some evidence exists that investing in better systems for both accountability and development could help teachers (and their students) improve, even more experienced ones. For instance, a study conducted by economists Jim Wyckoff and Thomas Dee found that the evaluation system in the District of Columbia Public Schools caused the system to improve, even more experienced ones. For example, performance—including the prospect of dismissal—as well as the system included four observations by trained principal observers, which culminated in feedback and peer observers, which culminated in feedback and peer observers, which culminated in feedback and peer observers, which culminated in feedback on their practice from individuals—teachers can and do improve across experience levels, but teachers desire to improve, too. The vast majority of teachers crave meaningful feedback in their practice from individuals they can trust. Accordingly, ongoing, high-quality, actionable feedback and learning opportunities are important for all, not just new or struggling, teachers, and may have the power to drive improvement at scale where other professional development opportunities have fallen short. But in order to assess the impact of these development efforts, having reliable teacher evaluation data and measures of impact on student learning is critical.

**While new teacher evaluation systems are still relatively young, some evidence exists that investing in better systems for both accountability and development could help teachers (and their students) improve.**

Thus, evaluation systems that include frequent, accurate feedback by trained observers and signal that poor performance has consequences, can help to improve teacher practice and student learning, particularly over time as teachers become more comfortable with and confident in them. However, while such mechanisms are necessary, they are insufficient for promoting all teachers’ development at scale. For example, despite Tennessee’s positive trend in teachers’ perceptions of evaluations, “fewer than four out of ten teachers [surveyed] say they are provided with adequate time for collaboration or access to instructional resources and expertise” based on their evaluation results.” For evaluations to fulfill their potential for bolstering teacher practice, ensuring a strong connection between evaluation data—particularly classroom observation feedback—and targeted professional development (P/D) is critical. (See “Can Professional Development Improve Teacher Practice?” on page 9.)

Although schools and LEAs have historically had primary charge of teachers’ professional development, states can play an important role in ensuring this connection occurs. The remainder of this paper delves into this role more deeply.

---

**Can Professional Development Improve Teacher Practice?**

While there is general agreement around teachers’ importance and the need to develop strong teachers for every student, there is some debate over whether—and how—teachers can and do improve their practice. U.S. schools spend millions of dollars on “professional development” (PD) for teachers annually, but many studies of specific PD activities find they have little to no impact on teacher effectiveness or student outcomes. Why? One major factor is that, although teachers have unique strengths and weaknesses, they most often receive “one-size-fits-all” PD, such as one-time workshops, that are less likely to improve the quality of classroom teaching and learning. Despite the limitations of much current, formalized PD, research suggests teachers improve significantly during their initial years teaching and are able to continue improving throughout their careers. Teachers tend to improve in the most supportive school contexts with strong school leadership, opportunities for “productive and sustained” peer collaboration, and, importantly, fair systems for evaluations and meaningful feedback in place. In fact, cognitive scientists say that high-quality feedback is the key ingredient for new employees to gain proficiency and others to gain mastery or expertise across a wide range of professions. Not only is there evidence that teachers can and do improve across experience levels, but teachers desire to improve, too. The vast majority of teachers crave quality feedback on their practice from individuals they can trust. Accordingly, ongoing, high-quality, actionable feedback and learning opportunities are important for all, not just new or struggling, teachers, and may have the power to drive improvement at scale where other professional development opportunities have fallen short. But in order to assess the impact of these development efforts, having reliable teacher evaluation data and measures of impact on student learning is critical.

---

STATE POLICIES TO SUPPORT TEACHER EVALUATION AS A DEVELOPMENT TOOL

According to the National Council for Teacher Quality’s 2015 State of the States report on educator evaluation, 31 states have a policy in place, either through statute, regulation, or other guidance, requiring that teachers’ professional development be based on their evaluation results. However, these states have made different policy choices along the way that affect their systems’ ability to support teacher growth. (See Figure 2 on pages 12 and 13 that outlines the policies those 31 states have in place to support a connection between evaluation and development.) While policies alone cannot ensure a connection between evaluation and professional learning, they can serve as a critical foundation. We have organized these policies into three categories: 1) Frequent Feedback, 2) Accurate Feedback, and 3) Formal Development Structures.

Frequent Feedback
To drive improvement, evidence suggests that teachers need to receive frequent, high-quality feedback provided by multiple observers. This can provide teachers with timely development information, allowing them to respond to feedback that teachers receive unless teachers engage in regular coaching or formative feedback apart from their evaluations. Other components of annual evaluation systems, such as student surveys, can provide teachers with timely development information as well, if conducted multiple times during the school year.

Accurate Feedback
Multiple observations are important not only for timelines of feedback, but also for accuracy, a key element for ensuring that the feedback provided will be useful, and for promoting teachers’ trust in the use of observation data for improvement purposes. In some cases, fewer observations may not negatively impact data accuracy—for example, allowing consistently highly-rated teachers to opt out of some observations, as does Louisiana—and can free up observers’ time to support those teachers who need it most. However, in general, research shows that having at least two observations per year increases the reliability of evaluation data. Additionally, with more observations, teachers are more likely to feel that their observations are fair and consistent. But for observations to be truly accurate and meaningful, those tasked with observing teacher practice must receive ongoing high-quality training and certification. Almost all—30 of 31—have a requirement that observers receive training on how to accurately and reliably rate the various components of teacher practice, while only 13 require that observers also become “certified” by passing an assessment toward that end, typically following the training. What nearly all states have in common is that their primary focus for both training and certification has been on rating accuracy. An exclusive focus on ratings falls short of ensuring that observers are also capable of providing constructive feedback and aligning that feedback with targeted development opportunities. Raising the bar for observer certification and requiring that training and certification be ongoing will help ensure observers are equipped to do both.

While four states require that some or all teachers be evaluated by multiple observers, which research shows can increase the accuracy and reliability of observation ratings if the observers are well-trained. Having more than one observer can also boost the content- and grade-level specificity of feedback, if at least one is an expert in those areas. And this policy can help reduce the burden placed on school principals who often lack the time to conduct multiple observations of all teachers. While about half of the states allow for multiple observers to inform teachers’ summative assessments, few LEAs actually take advantage of this flexibility, so one observer is often common practice even in those states.

Just as aggregating feedback from multiple trained observers can enhance an evaluation’s accuracy, reliability, and formative value, so too can aggregating feedback across multiple students through the use of student surveys. Students spend more time “observing” and interacting with teachers and their instruction than any outside observer possibly could. As a result, they can provide valuable insights. Student feedback from developmentally-appropriate and carefully designed surveys, such as Tripod, have been shown to correlate with and even predict student achievement gains. Over half of the 31 states allow LEAs to use student surveys as part of teacher evaluation, but only five require them.

Formal Development Structures
Observers also need to analyze and leverage evaluation data in order to guide teachers’ professional learning. To facilitate this connection, it can be useful to have structures embedded in the evaluation process. Post-observation conferences are one potential structure to carve out often hard-to-find time to discuss observation feedback and areas for growth while it is still fresh. Growth plans, where observers and/or educators identify areas for development, set professional learning goals, and suggest or select aligned professional learning opportunities, are another. However, while about half of the 31 states require a growth plan for all teachers, the other half only require them for struggling teachers, and often label them “improvement plans.” This exacerbates the perception among teachers that “improvement” is something that one is singled out for only when not performing well.

While policy design can lay the groundwork for high-quality feedback and connected professional learning to occur at the local level, policy alone is insufficient. For example, requiring that teachers have a professional growth plan informed by their evaluation results is meaningless unless LEAs ensure these plans are relevant to the most pressing needs of individual teachers and their schools and are acted upon. Although it is ultimately up to LEAs to carry out these policies, states play several vital roles in ensuring they do so, which we discuss in detail in the following section.
**Figure 2: Policies to Support a Connection between Evaluation and Development Among 31 States with Policies Requiring Evaluation to Inform PD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequent Feedback</th>
<th>Accurate Feedback</th>
<th>Formal Development Structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual Evaluation</td>
<td>Multiple Annual</td>
<td>Observer Certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC¹</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA²</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:**
- Growth plan indicators: S—some teachers (struggling or novice), E—every teacher, NS—not specified
- Multiple observers indicators: A—allowed, R—required, NS—not specified
- Student surveys indicators: A—allowed, R—required, NS—not specified
- All other indicators: Y—yes, N—no

*Connecticut bases 5% of evaluation scores on whole-school student learning indicators OR student feedback.
* Connecticut requires mid- and end-of-year conferences with all teachers, during which evaluations are discussed.
* NCTQ’s paper and New America’s research examine the policies of the Office of State Superintendent of Education (OSSE), the state education agency for the District of Columbia, not DC Public Schools (DCPS).
* Georgia is rolling out growth plans and will require them for all teachers in the 2017-18 school year.
* In Louisiana, all teachers received multiple observations from the 2013-14 through the 2015-16 school year, during which time the state paused the value-added measure in evaluation—the basis for highly rated teachers waiving some observations.
* Massachusetts LEAs must annually submit evaluation ratings to the state for every licensed educator. While some years are marked as "formative," ratings are still collected by the state.
* Massachusetts’ Peer Assistance and Review (PAR) program, specified as an allowable LEA framework for evaluation, employs multiple observers for evaluation.
* Other trained observers are allowed beginning in the 2016-17 school year.
* New Jersey requires multiple observers for all non-tenured teachers and all teachers on a corrective action plan.
* North Carolina requires multiple observers for probationary teachers only.
* Rhode Island requires beginning-, mid-, and end-of-year conferences between teachers and their observers.
STATE ROLES BEYOND POLICY: COMMUNICATION, SUPPORT, AND MONITORING

Three state-level strategies can help ensure evaluation systems inform all teachers’ professional learning, at the individual and collective levels: 1) clearly communicating that evaluation, particularly the classroom-observation component, is a tool for educator development and providing messaging tips for LEAs to employ and reinforce to schools toward that end; 2) offering support to LEAs and schools for making meaningful connections between evaluation and development; and 3) monitoring the implementation of evaluation systems to ensure they provide accurate, actionable feedback aimed at informing teacher growth. While each strategy is an important step toward meeting this objective, all three are requisite for success.

In our interviews with states that have a policy requiring evaluation to support teacher growth and learning through online guidance and policy documents, SEA websites, and newsletters to LEAs and educators. For instance, the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (ESE) explained its evaluation process, which includes professional growth planning and formative observations for all teachers, in a suite of online “quick reference guides” on its website and in educator newsletters. ESE has also used its newsletter to highlight a new video series that includes interviews with administrators, school leaders, and teachers across four LEAs on how the evaluation system can be used to drive educator growth at the local level.

Of course, simply inserting professional-growth-oriented language in guidance documents and newsletters is insufficient for ensuring that educators internalize the message that evaluation is a tool to support teacher development. And such efforts are low-hanging fruit. That is, any state with a teacher evaluation policy could and should implement these communication strategies almost immediately. However, as with many areas of education, the easiest work to undertake is also the least likely to make an impact. Other efforts, while requiring more time, capacity, and investment to implement, are likely to elicit a bigger impact on teacher feedback and, in turn, teacher practice.

Some states strive to create two-way communication channels. For instance, Massachusetts created educator advisory cabinets to provide input on various ESE initiatives, including educator evaluation and support.* And during initial implementation of its evaluation system, Kentucky partnered with the Southern Regional Education Board and Hope Street Group to obtain teacher feedback through focus groups and surveys. The state also sought input from its evaluation system steering committee, comprised of representatives from the state association of school administrators, school board association, and teachers union. After finding that some teachers had misconceptions about the purpose of the evaluation system, the state adjusted its communication strategy.³⁶ Rather than continuing to send newsletters solely to LEA and school leadership, Kentucky initiated a separate newsletter for teachers, and ensured both newsletters’ content discussed how evaluation was related to other key initiatives, such as teacher leadership and educator equity.

Beyond engaging in two-way communication with educators, Kentucky messages to LEAs and school leaders more indirectly by providing access to its Continuous Improvement Instructional Technology System (CIITS). The system houses evaluation data along with standards-aligned instructional materials, formative assessments, and professional learning resources and opportunities.

Christine Meisberger, Manager of the Kentucky Department of Education’s Teacher and Leader Effectiveness Branch, said that the state strives to use CIITS’ comprehensiveness to communicate that evaluation, curriculum, and professional learning must be approached as one coherent entity in the service of teacher practice and student learning. Although the extent to which these efforts have paid off remains unclear, Kentucky is in the process of coordinating among its evaluation, professional learning, and curricular and assessment teams to create clear, consistent messages regarding evaluation’s key role in supporting educator growth to teach to the Kentucky Academic Standards. While this type of coordination is often difficult for SEAs, it will likely come easier to KDE since, unlike in most other SEAs, all of these teams are housed under one banner: the Office of Next-Generation Learners.⁷ Kentucky’s CIITS is not only an indirect messaging strategy but also an online support tool for LEAs to use at their discretion. Other states have adopted similar electronic platforms to support the connection between evaluation and professional learning, many at the local level, as highlighted below.

Support

Unless states go beyond communication to support LEAs and schools in making the link between evaluation and professional learning, many at the local level will have difficulty following through. State education agencies can support LEAs and schools by providing them with clear guidance, tools, as well as hands-on support and capacity-building in connecting evaluation results to development opportunities.

Most states provide resources to help teachers and their observers understand the classroom observation rubric and other evaluation measures, a prerequisite for using evaluation to appropriately guide professional growth. Most also attempt to provide some specific tools and implementation guidance around these measures. For instance, since Massachusetts allows for student surveys as an additional measure in evaluation and source of formative feedback, the state provides LEAs with validated model instruments and administration protocols to aid implementation. To guide the educator growth plan process, Massachusetts also equips LEAs with a protocol for developing professional learning goals as well as tips for how best to use evaluation data to inform this learning at the LEA, school, and individual teacher levels.

Some states have gone beyond providing guidance and have invested in face-to-face support to help LEA leaders make the link between evaluation and development. Arizona, for instance, recently held a two-day summit on using evaluation to support professional learning.⁷ The sixth of its kind, the summit brought together over 300 LEA leaders for sessions including “Evaluation Feedback for Professional Growth,” “Principals Coaching Teachers,” and “Creating a Culture of Data Use and Professional Learning.” When states invest in face-to-face support strategies like these, they must ensure they are high quality and reach as many educators as possible. Additionally, while the research on professional learning finds that one-time seminars or workshops
New Jersey realized its educators needed support in active and application-based learning can prove and follow-through, those that involve participants analyzing evidence of student learning.41 In addition to making training materials available on its website, the SEA also trained 150 teacher leaders across 19 LEAs to then train their peers on the strategies in person.

Online tools and resources can be valuable in providing educators a clear path for professional growth on specific teaching practices and content, but may be underused if educators are not aware of or confident about how to use them.

Several other states, such as Kentucky with CIITS, have also developed their own online or “blended”—online and in-person—professional learning modules that are aligned to their evaluation systems’ observation rubrics. States use different approaches for developing and vetting these resources. Kentucky, for instance, uses a tiered process where teacher-created resources are vetted first by the school, then by the LEA, and finally by the state before being uploaded into the system for widespread use. And Georgia created an online system of SEA-developed professional learning modules that cover formative instructional and assessment practices. The modules help build educators’ skills in implementing the state’s new academic standards and cover practices included in the observation rubric, such as collecting and analyzing evidence of student learning.42

After examining trends in teacher evaluation data, New Jersey realized its educators needed support in implementing specific teaching strategies required by new academic standards, including fostering intellectual engagement through effective questioning and discussion strategies and having evidence-based conversations. To address this need, the state partnered with three LEAs to develop blended PD modules that were targeted to those areas of the observation rubric.43 In addition to making training materials available on its website, the SEA also trained 150 teacher leaders across 19 LEAs to then train their peers on the strategies in person.

Online tools and resources can be valuable in providing educators a clear path for professional growth on specific teaching practices and content, but may be underused if educators are not aware of or confident about how to use them. For instance, Delaware, very few educators actually use the resources made available through BloomBoard. “People are still getting comfortable with it—both teachers and evaluators. [There are] a limited number of sophisticated users linking [evaluation data] to professional development,” explained Eric Niebrzydowski, Deputy Officer of Teacher and Leader Effectiveness at the Delaware Department of Education (DDEOE).44

Thus, states should go beyond providing access to linked evaluation and development platforms and directly support LEAs in harnessing their potential. For the 2015–16 school year, Arkansas’s educator effectiveness team is partnering with the school improvement and professional development teams to support four high-poverty, high-minority LEAs in linking evaluation data with professional growth opportunities via BloomBoard.45 For up to two years, the state will offer two half-day in-person trainings and on-demand coaching, during which school and teacher leaders will review teacher evaluation data from the prior school year and plan professional learning goals for the current year—both school-wide and for individual teachers.

Even when used well, however, online platforms and modules will be insufficient for supporting the connection between evaluation and development at the local level if those responsible for evaluation are not able to observe teacher practice accurately and provide meaningful feedback. Additionally, while they fill a current void, these tools can only provide a limited scope of professional learning and training materials, which may not meet the needs of all teachers. For instance, online professional learning modules covering basic teaching strategies will likely only be useful for new teachers or those struggling in particular areas. As a result, observers must be skilled in suggesting or planning aligned learning opportunities beyond those readily available online.

To date, the states that have provided observer training and/or certification have focused more on ensuring observation rater accuracy and less on ensuring observers can provide teachers with constructive feedback and meaningful support aligned to those ratings to help them improve. But a few states have moved ahead here, including Tennessee and Rhode Island. For instance, in its observer trainings, Rhode Island strives to develop principals’ ability to analyze evaluation data to plan aligned school- and teacher-level professional learning.46 The SEA leads principals in digging into mock evaluation data, brainstorming PD options, and then planning targeted PD based on the results.47

Likewise, North Carolina has used federal Race to the Top (RTT) funding to offer biannual “Principal READY” sessions to build principals’ ability to analyze evaluation data, provide actionable feedback to teachers, and coach them toward growth.48 Because RTT’s funding ended last year, the state worked to find other funding to sustain these sessions during the 2015–16 school year because principals found them valuable.

A few states that have chosen to give more control to LEAs in evaluation design have developed networking sessions for educators to share tools and best practices around evaluation and development. (See: “Strict vs. Flexible Evaluation Models” below.) For instance, in the 2015–16 school year, Minnesota is offering monthly networking sessions for peer and school leader observers to share ideas on how to grow and develop LEAs to partner around building observer

Online tools and resources can be valuable in providing educators a clear path for professional growth on specific teaching practices and content, but may be underused if educators are not aware of or confident about how to use them.

Several other states, such as Kentucky with CIITS, have also developed their own online or “blended”—online and in-person—professional learning modules that are aligned to their evaluation systems’ observation rubrics. States use different approaches for developing and vetting these resources. Kentucky, for instance, uses a tiered process where teacher-created resources are vetted first by the school, then by the LEA, and finally by the state before being uploaded into the system for widespread use. And Georgia created an online system of SEA-developed professional learning modules that cover formative instructional and assessment practices. The modules help build educators’ skills in implementing the state’s new academic standards and cover practices included in the observation rubric, such as collecting and analyzing evidence of student learning.42

After examining trends in teacher evaluation data, New Jersey realized its educators needed support in

are not very effective for ensuring knowledge transfer and follow-through, those that involve participants in active and application-based learning can prove meaningful.40 States should make concerted efforts to provide LEAs with ongoing supports grounded in best practices for adult learning and encourage LEAs to do the same for school leaders.

In addition, many states use online support tools to promote a connection between evaluation and professional learning. Several, including Delaware, Connecticut, and Arkansas, have contracted with BloomBoard to provide an online platform with PD resources that correspond to specific teaching practices in the states’ observation rubrics. Observers can recommend or educators can select resources based on observation results. About half of LEAs in Delaware and Connecticut, and all in Arkansas, use the BloomBoard system.40

Strict vs. Flexible Evaluation Models

In designing evaluation systems, states have generally adopted one of three models: 1) a statewide system which all LEAs are required to adopt; 2) a state model which LEAs may choose to opt out of if they produce a comparable system; and 3) LEA-designed systems which must adhere to some specific criteria provided by the state (e.g., which measures must be included).49 Having flexibility with evaluation design may promote greater investment in implementation at the local level, as educators may have had more opportunity to weigh in and thus feel more ownership of the system. However, most LEAs do not have the technical expertise and capacity to design their own valid and reliable systems. What is more, such flexibility can make it difficult for the state to support and monitor the systems’ use, including for teacher development.

For example, classroom observations of educators’ practice are typically the largest measure in teacher evaluation systems and hold the most promise for providing teachers with actionable feedback. But in some states, such as Florida, each LEA may choose a different observation framework for rating teacher practice (e.g., Danielson, Marzano).50 A multitude of different local systems limits states’ ability to provide tools and resources demonstrating what strong practice looks like on each aspect of the observation rubric. It also complicates states’ efforts to provide evaluator training to promote accurate ratings and actionable feedback—both key elements in ensuring teachers trust the evaluation process and the feedback they receive within it, and can apply that feedback to their practice.
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Beyond Ratings: Re-envisioning State Teacher Evaluation Systems as Tools for Professional Growth

Monitoring

Several conditions must be present for evaluation to spawn meaningful, aligned professional learning opportunities, and states can monitor their presence using a variety of strategies depending on their context, including level of data access and staff capacity. First, states can ensure observers are well-trained to provide valid, reliable evidence of educators’ practice during classroom observations to inform their professional growth. For instance, for its state evaluation model, Tennessee tracks whether observers complete their training and certification program and get recertified annually.

Under ESEA waivers, states were required to have a plan for monitoring implementation of local evaluation systems.51 (See: “The Rise of New Teacher Evaluation Systems,” on page 6.) However, very few states have gone beyond monitoring the basic components of their evaluation systems to ensuring that they meaningfully support LEAs, schools, and teachers in their continuous growth. For example, with the exception of Delaware, no state mentioned auditing the quality of feedback that teachers receive—states generally leave such monitoring up to LEAs likely due to the challenge of doing so from the state level.

States should not need federal oversight to commit to monitor whether LEAs are using evaluation data as tools to bolster improvement in teachers’ practice, nor should they need a federal push to target support to LEAs that are not fulfilling this charge. They could fulfill these roles in a variety of ways that make sense for their context. For instance, high classroom observation scores paired with low student growth scores, and vice versa, indicate that there may be a need to support observers in better interpreting evidence of educator practice, since generally strong teaching should result in improved student outcomes. New York is one of several states with largely locally-determined systems that monitors trends in LEAs’ evaluation results, and the correlation between overall observation ratings and measures of student learning in particular. The state then works with those LEAs whose evaluation results are most misaligned to develop a plan for ensuring observation rating accuracy, whether it is suggesting alternative observer training or requiring external independent observers.

States using online platforms linking evaluation and professional learning can also monitor teachers’ completion of professional development opportunities made available through the platform. For instance, Georgia analyzes teacher participation in its online modules by teachers’ summative evaluation performance level.52 Arkansas plans to take it a step further with its four-LEA pilot by attempting to track via BloomBoard whether teachers’ participation in prescribed resources has an impact on their practice as defined by classroom observation scores.53 The proposition is, “if teachers are provided with appropriate feedback and high-quality support, and if they authentically engage in the support provided, did they improve performance?” said Ivy Pfeffer, ADE’s Assistant Commissioner of Educator Effectiveness.

Finally, states can monitor educators’ perceptions of whether evaluation informs their professional growth and the quality of aligned learning opportunities they receive. Several states have undertaken surveys or focus groups on these topics to inform their evaluation and professional learning efforts. For example, with its online modules, Georgia includes a survey at the end of each to help assess users’ perceptions of quality and the overall experience.54 Beyond state-developed surveys, 20 states administer the annual Teaching, Empowering, Leading, and Learning (TELL) survey and at least seven administer the Standards Assessment Inventory (SAI)2 survey, The former, developed by the New Teacher Center, asks educators whether PD is targeted at their needs and aligned with school goals. The latter, developed by Learning Forward, helps states that have adopted the organization’s standards for professional learning assess the quality of PD offered in LEAs and whether it actually aligns with the standards.55 Although these perceptions may be somewhat subjective based on teachers’ individual reference points, they can yield additional insights into areas for system improvement.

While a state’s ability to monitor will be more or less difficult depending on its size and authority over evaluation, it is imperative that it pay close attention to local implementation in order to know how best to target communication and supports. Still, monitoring strategies like those included above will only have an impact on improving educator practice if states act on the information obtained. For instance, tracking participation in professional growth opportunities is meaningless unless states also have a plan to track the quality and impact of those activities over time, and intervene where they are low. Likewise, states can engage educators through surveys and focus groups, but the results will be meaningless unless they address issues and concerns.
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Finally, states can monitor educators’ perceptions of whether evaluation informs their professional growth and the quality of aligned learning opportunities they receive. Several states have undertaken surveys or focus groups on these topics to inform their evaluation and professional learning efforts. For example, with its online modules, Georgia includes a survey at the end of each to help assess users’ perceptions of quality and the overall experience.54 Beyond state-developed surveys, 20 states administer the annual Teaching, Empowering, Leading, and Learning (TELL) survey and at least seven administer the Standards Assessment Inventory (SAI2) survey, The former, developed by the New Teacher Center, asks educators whether PD is targeted at their needs and aligned with school goals. The latter, developed by Learning Forward, helps states that have adopted the organization’s standards for professional learning assess the quality of PD offered in LEAs and whether it actually aligns with the standards.55 Although these perceptions may be somewhat subjective based on teachers’ individual reference points, they can yield additional insights into areas for system improvement.

While a state’s ability to monitor will be more or less difficult depending on its size and authority over evaluation, it is imperative that it pay close attention to local implementation in order to know how best to target communication and supports. Still, monitoring strategies like those included above will only have an impact on improving educator practice if states act on the information obtained. For instance, tracking participation in professional growth opportunities is meaningless unless states also have a plan to track the quality and impact of those activities over time, and intervene where they are low. Likewise, states can engage educators through surveys and focus groups, but the results will be meaningless unless they address issues and concerns.

STATE SNAPSHOTS: FROM ACCOUNTABILITY TOWARD SUPPORT

The SEA efforts detailed above, while not exhaustive, represent the types of efforts detailed in our interviews with states that have policies requiring evaluation to inform teachers’ professional growth. However, most states acknowledged that to date their initial evaluation system efforts have focused on operationalizing them for accountability rather than on ensuring that the resulting data meaningfully support changes in teacher practice. Few states have yet to take meaningful strides to ensure evaluation is connected to ongoing professional development at the local level. And none have done so in a comprehensive way: from communication, to support, to monitoring.

This should not be surprising. Communicating, supporting, and monitoring the basic components of evaluation systems are a heavy lift for many states in and of themselves. But most states indicated they want to do more to leverage evaluation as a tool for development and are planning to do so moving forward. A handful of states offer promising practices and lessons learned that can help inform this future work. Following is a more in-depth look at four states’ efforts to re-envision evaluation as a tool for support that could ultimately have staying power among educators. All four—Louisiana, Colorado, Tennessee, and Delaware—were winners of the federal Race to the Top competition and earlier adopters of multi-measure evaluation systems. While some are further along in these efforts than others, all offer insights into how other states, even without competitive funds, can begin making their evaluation systems as much as about development as accountability.

Capacity. And beginning in the 2015–16 school year, Kentucky deployed field staff in each region across the state to develop principals’ feedback and coaching skills.50 States should continue to communicate and expand opportunities like these to help ensure that observers know how to provide high-quality feedback to teachers and guide their ongoing learning.

However, solely making such supports available and communicating their existence may not be sufficient to get all LEAs and school leaders to adequately focus on ensuring their feedback is accurate and helps teachers develop. The next section examines how monitoring is an additional tool states can use to this end.

Under ESEA waivers, states were required to have a plan for monitoring implementation of local evaluation systems.51 (See: “The Rise of New Teacher Evaluation Systems,” on page 6.) However, very few states have gone beyond monitoring the basic components of their evaluation systems to ensuring that they meaningfully support LEAs, schools, and teachers in their continuous growth. For example, with the exception of Delaware, no state mentioned auditing the quality of feedback that teachers receive—states generally leave such monitoring up to LEAs likely due to the challenge of doing so from the state level.

States should not need federal oversight to commit to monitor whether LEAs are using evaluation data as tools to bolster improvement in teachers’ practice, nor should they need a federal push to target support to LEAs that are not fulfilling this charge. They could fulfill these roles in a variety of ways that make sense for their context. For instance, high classroom observation scores paired with low student growth scores, and vice versa, indicate that there may be a need to support observers in better interpreting
In the 2012–13 school year, the Louisiana Department of Education (LDOE) rolled out an ambitious teacher evaluation system: “Compass,” short for “Clear, Overall Measure of Performance to Analyze and Support Success.” The department intended for Compass to support student success through both teacher accountability and support. However, in other states, the move sparked pushback among many educators who focused primarily on the accountability aspect. Educators saw one aspect of the system as particularly unfair: if rated “Ineffective” on either of the two system components (professional practice or student learning growth), teachers were rated “Ineffective” overall regardless of the score for the other component, which is known as the “Ineffective Override” policy.

The following year, 2013–14, Louisiana also rolled out new, more rigorous standards for student learning and related assessments. In order to be fair to teachers during the transition, LDOE decided to suspend the requirement of using a student growth measure based on state assessments to calculate a teacher’s summative evaluation rating through the 2015–16 school year. By doing so, LDOE communicated to educators in tested subjects and grades that it wanted to provide them with more time to grow their practice to teach the more rigorous academic standards.

However, LDOE continued to produce a state-assessment-based student growth measure for LEAs and evaluators to access for informational purposes and use for stakes at their discretion. Additionally, the automatic “Ineffective override” policy remained in place, which served to continue perceptions that Compass was primarily about accountability rather than supporting educators’ growth. Meanwhile, LDOE’s communications on Compass and the new academic standards came from separate LDOE teams, reinforcing this perception.

Recognizing these issues, LDOE took further steps to make Compass more of an instructional improvement tool for educators. First, in the 2014–15 school year, LDOE decided to bring its Compass team under the Academic Content umbrella in an effort to ensure educators perceive evaluation as a means for receiving feedback on how to teach to the new more rigorous standards. Though this change happened recently, in the long run such a structural change is likely to have an impact on educator perceptions of evaluation as supporting their daily teaching practice.

All LDOE communications materials and resources related to Compass now make a connection to the standards. “In all that we do, we’re trying to make ‘Compass’ more about providing teachers feedback and support on teaching the new academic standards,” said Rebecca Kockler, Assistant Superintendent for Academic Content. Such resources include new math and English Language Arts observation and feedback guides with key “look fors” in each subject and a principal guidebook for teaching and learning.

The latter walks school leaders through the process of choosing curricula and assessments, monitoring educators’ progress on observations and feedback, and planning for targeted professional learning within a system of school-wide instructional support.

The department encourages principals to tap all teacher leaders to provide ongoing low-stakes, content-specific feedback that helps teachers transition to the new academic standards.

In addition, LDOE brought a committee of educators and community stakeholders together to recommend changes to Compass, which the State Board of Education approved. Based on these recommendations, LDOE removed the “Ineffective Override” policy beginning in the 2015–16 school year and allowed school leaders more autonomy in making personnel decisions. Principals may now use their discretion to adjust the test-based student growth measure by one level in either direction. In making this change, the department sought to communicate that evaluation systems “must empower principals and give them the tools to improve teaching and learning.”

Since the summer of 2013, LDOE has also hosted an annual Teacher Leader Summit for both teacher leaders and principals to reinforce the message that the observation process is as much about growth as it is about accountability, and to provide them with the skills to make good on that message. Although principals are primary observers, LDOE allows them to designate individuals in formalized roles (e.g., master teachers, coaches) to be trained and serve as additional observers to inform their final ratings and feedback. In addition, the department encourages principals to tap all teacher leaders to provide ongoing low-stakes, content-specific feedback that helps teachers transition to the new academic standards.

During the 2013 summit, which New America observed, principals and teacher leaders attended joint sessions on how to deliver actionable feedback and coach teachers towards growth. Together, they watched videos of teachers executing lessons and collected evidence using expanded content observation and feedback tools with key “look fors” in ELA and math. They then brainstormed next steps for the teacher to take along with appropriate, aligned supports.

Still, getting teachers to view evaluation as a tool for support will require further effort by the state. At the 2013 Teacher Leader Summit, a small group of teacher leader advisors New America interviewed said they appreciated LDOE’s efforts to make evaluation more about development and generally felt support in implementing the new academic standards. However, in order to better focus their improvement efforts, the group wanted to receive more frequent and higher quality feedback on their practice, and cited school leader development and observation frequency as critical needs for the state to address. In addition, the group valued the opportunity to set professional growth goals but found the required development plans to be more compliance-driven than meaningful, likely due to a need for stronger school leader training and guidance.

The following year, 2013–14, Louisiana also rolled out new, more rigorous standards for student learning and related assessments. In order to be fair to teachers during the transition, LDOE decided to suspend the requirement of using a student growth measure based on state assessments to calculate a teacher’s summative evaluation rating through the 2015–16 school year. By doing so, LDOE communicated to educators in tested subjects and grades that it wanted to provide them with more time to grow their practice to teach the more rigorous academic standards.
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The Colorado Department of Education (CDE) made a point to communicate the importance of using evaluation to support teacher growth during the initial stages of system implementation. Twenty-seven LEAs participated in a pilot of the evaluation system in the 2012–13 school year and implemented it fully through a staged-in process in the following years. In these early stages, CDE partnered with various groups, including the teacher and principal unions and school board association, to develop a list of key messages for LEAs to use for their educator effectiveness efforts. Through these messages, CDE communicated that evaluation was “to provide all educators with more meaningful feedback and support so they can achieve maximum results with students.”

There is some evidence that CDE’s messaging paid off. In 2014–15, the first year in which the majority of LEAs had implemented their new evaluation system, a TELL survey found that over half of teachers felt their system helped them improve.46 However, other survey data showed that teachers’ confidence in the system’s fairness was correlated with how they rated their LEAs had implemented their new evaluation system, a TELL survey found that over half of teachers felt their system helped them improve.46 However, other survey data showed that teachers’ confidence in the system’s fairness was correlated with how they rated their evaluation results (see: Figure 3 above).

While CDE is providing state funds for RANDA and Elevate, it has neither the funding nor the staff capacity to successfully implement all its desired development when they enter evaluation data. Not all of CDE’s supports to LEAs and schools in this area are online: like many states, it often partners with regional service centers to deliver observer trainings. (See: “The Role of Regional Education Service Centers in Supporting Teacher Development” below.)

Still, CDE recognizes that it has a long way to go in developing RANDA’s PD component, including building its capacity to link to other online PD providers and resources. The department counts on resources to teaching practices in the observation rubric.47 Because the state does not have access to evaluation data at the teacher practice level, CDE has emphasized the value of the platform’s data reports that highlight teachers’ strengths and weaknesses at the individual, school, and LEA levels. “Rather than a single score, teachers can see an analysis of what brought them up and down across all teaching areas.”

As such, CDE is now moving beyond messaging to offer online support tools that can help LEA and school leaders provide accurate observation ratings and online support tools that can help LEA and school leaders provide accurate observation ratings and connect them with professional learning. CDE offers Elevate, an online inter-rater reliability tool, along with RANDA, an online performance management system that stores educators’ evaluation data.48 Both are available for free to all LEAs using the state model system, about 96 percent of LEAs in Colorado. Through Elevate, observers can choose to watch and score videos of instructional practice to improve their rating consistency, although they are not required to gain formal observer certification as in some other states. And RANDA, used by about two-thirds of Colorado LEAs, has the capacity to link to online professional learning platforms that LEAs are already using, such as PD 360.49 The system also prompts observers to make optional recommendations for professional development when they enter evaluation data.

The Role of Regional Education Service Centers in Supporting Teacher Development

Many states rely on their regional education service centers to deliver observer training and other professional development, though the degree to which they rely on them varies by the state’s geography and funding authority. For instance, because Colorado contains mostly small, rural, widely dispersed LEAs, the state adopts a “train the trainer” model and partners with approved training providers, including regional centers, to deliver ongoing observer training. While the centers operate independently, CDE uses a rubric to approve the centers’ trainings and works with them if they fail to meet CDE’s standards.

Most states’ regional centers operate entirely independently. That is, LEAs pay to participate in the services provided. So while larger states—or those with geographically isolated LEAs—can leverage these centers to help LEAs correct evaluation PD, some state education agencies have little authority over center goals or monitoring outcomes for impact.1 Colorado is one example of how an SEA can leverage regional centers in support of teacher development despite lacking legal authority over them and more states can and should think creatively to do the same.

Colorado has put some structures in place to support evaluation as a tool for actionable feedback and clearly communicate that mission. Still, there is more work to be done to support LEAs and school leaders in the process. In the future, CDE should work to ensure all school leaders are capable of analyzing evaluation data to recommend professional learning—perhaps by scaling up its liaison network. The state should also ensure school leaders understand the instructional shifts required by the new academic standards and empower LEAs to create the time and structures for teachers to collaborate. By doing so, CDE can meet its goal of “trying to get away from the idea that you need to go purchase external PD” and instead use RANDA’s data reports to guide school and teacher professional learning in support of new academic standards-aligned instruction.20

Source: Courtesy of the Colorado Department of Education

Figure 3: Sample RANDA Data Report (School-Level)

With these reports, school principals can click on the performance categories within a specific teaching practice (column headers) to produce a list of the teachers in each of those categories, along with their grades and content areas. From there, they can easily pair higher- and lower-performing teachers on each element for peer-to-peer professional learning, such as collaborative planning and informal observations.
Beyond Ratings: Re-envisioning State Teacher Evaluation Systems as Tools for Professional Growth

In 2011–12, Tennessee became the first state to implement a multiple-measure evaluation system based partly on classroom observations and partly on student growth, a year before teachers were to begin incorporating new academic standards for math and English Language Arts, and two years before LEAs were required to use evaluation results to inform personnel decisions. From the outset of instituting its statewide model, TEAM, the Tennessee Department of Education (TDOE) has prioritized building educator trust in the system.

One way TDOE helped build trust in TEAM was by supporting observers’ ability to provide teachers with accurate and reliable data through a rigorous observer training and certification program. Unlike some states’ observer training, TDOE’s trainings go beyond ensuring rating accuracy. They build observers’ capacity to provide teachers with accurate and meaningful observation feedback. Observers spend time watching videos of a teacher’s instruction, collecting evidence, scoring the videos, and planning for what they would discuss with the teacher. After the training, TDOE requires prospective observers to pass a certification test, which includes accurately scoring observations and drafting teacher professional learning plans based on the results. The plans must include areas for growth along with aligned suggestions for how to develop them. All observers must pass the test before they can evaluate, and returning observers must be recertified annually through either in-person training or a separate re-certification test.

The state then closely monitors the correlation between observers’ classroom observation, student growth, and summative evaluation scores. In the 2011–12 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2012–13 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2012–13 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2012–13 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2012–13 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2012–13 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2012–13 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores.

In another effort to build trust, TDOE has invested heavily in soliciting and incorporating teacher input on the state model evaluation system. For instance, in 2012, TDOE partnered with the nonprofit SCORE to conduct an independent report of educators’ perceptions on evaluation. Since 2012, TDOE has also conducted its own annual survey of teachers’ perceptions of TEAM in partnership with the Tennessee Consortium on Research, Evaluation, and Development at Vanderbilt University. The initial survey focused on fidelity of TEAM implementation, including questions on how frequently observations occurred, by and for whom, and for the timeliness of the observation feedback. In 2011 and 2014, after a couple years of implementation, TDOE added survey questions on the content, quality, and frequency of feedback teachers receive under TEAM, along with whether observers provided useful suggestions for improvement and then followed up with teachers to determine progress.

Nate Schwartz, Chief Research and Strategy Officer, says that Tennessee educators are increasingly seeing evaluation to be more about improvement rather than judgment, likely due to the state’s investment in building observer capacity to provide teachers with trustworthy evaluation data. The survey results support this observation: the number of teachers who felt as though evaluation improved their craft increased from 54 percent in the 2013–14 school year to 68 percent in 2014–15. In 2015–16, 81 percent of teachers thought the evaluation system helped them know the precise areas where they could improve. Another potential reason for positive educator perceptions is that teachers witness TDOE being responsive to their teacher survey outcomes, and realize that the SEA values their input. During teacher survey response rates every year provide evidence that this may be true.

Still, TDOE realized that while it had been strong on implementation fidelity, it needed to do more to connect evaluation with meaningful development opportunities. Building on the foundation it has in place from its implementation and data quality efforts, the SEA is developing supports to help teachers further improve. One way Tennessee is doing this is through a teacher-pairing program called the Instructional Partnership Initiative, developed with researchers from Brown University. Unlike in some other states, TDOE has access to practice-level classroom observation data for individual teachers. Given this, TDOE came up with the idea of generating reports to show principals how they could use the data to pair higher- and lower-performing teachers based on areas of strength and growth in particular teacher practices. “There are all kinds of mentoring structures within schools but they are rarely set up by [teachers’] strengths and weaknesses,” Schwartz said.

The paired teachers receive guidance from their principal on how they could collaborate to improve their skills in the area identified, such as reviewing “principals cannot do it alone and need to leverage highly effective teachers,” said Paul Fleming, Assistant Commissioner of Teachers and Leaders.

While promising, the school leader evaluation system will take additional time and training to implement well. Though the state plans to scale up its pilot program pairing teachers based on their strengths and weaknesses, it does not yet have a clear timeframe for extending it to all LEAs. And beyond encouraging paired teachers to meet during regularly scheduled hours—for instance, a planning period or before school—the state has not provided further guidance to LEAs around carving out time for this collaboration.

Tennessee: Building Trust as a Foundation for Teacher Development Efforts

In 2011–12, Tennessee became the first state to implement a multiple-measure evaluation system based partly on classroom observations and partly on student growth, a year before teachers were to begin incorporating new academic standards for math and English Language Arts, and two years before LEAs were required to use evaluation results to inform personnel decisions. From the outset of instituting its statewide model, TEAM, the Tennessee Department of Education (TDOE) has prioritized building educator trust in the system.

One way TDOE helped build trust in TEAM was by supporting observers’ ability to provide teachers with accurate and reliable data through a rigorous observer training and certification program. Unlike some states’ observer training, TDOE’s trainings go beyond ensuring rating accuracy. They build observers’ capacity to provide teachers with accurate and meaningful observation feedback. Observers spend time watching videos of a teacher’s instruction, collecting evidence, scoring the videos, and planning for what they would discuss with the teacher. After the training, TDOE requires prospective observers to pass a certification test, which includes accurately scoring observations and drafting teacher professional learning plans based on the results. The plans must include areas for growth along with aligned suggestions for how to develop them. All observers must pass the test before they can evaluate, and returning observers must be recertified annually through either in-person training or a separate re-certification test.

The state then closely monitors the correlation between observers’ classroom observation, student growth, and summative evaluation scores. In the 2011–12 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2011–12 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2011–12 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2011–12 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2011–12 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores. In the 2011–12 school year, the state began identifying the schools most misaligned on the student growth and summative evaluation scores.

In another effort to build trust, TDOE has invested heavily in soliciting and incorporating teacher input on the state model evaluation system. For instance, in 2012, TDOE partnered with the nonprofit SCORE to conduct an independent report of educators’ perceptions on evaluation. Since 2012, TDOE has also conducted its own annual survey of teachers’ perceptions of TEAM in partnership with the Tennessee Consortium on Research, Evaluation, and Development at Vanderbilt University. The initial survey focused on fidelity of TEAM implementation, including questions on how frequently observations occurred, by and for whom, and for the timeliness of the observation feedback. In 2011 and 2014, after a couple years of implementation, TDOE added survey questions on the content, quality, and frequency of feedback teachers receive under TEAM, along with whether observers provided useful suggestions for improvement and then followed up with teachers to determine progress.

Nate Schwartz, Chief Research and Strategy Officer, says that Tennessee educators are increasingly seeing evaluation to be more about improvement rather than judgment, likely due to the state’s investment in building observer capacity to provide teachers with trustworthy evaluation data. The survey results support this observation: the number of teachers who felt as though evaluation improved their craft increased from 54 percent in the 2013–14 school year to 68 percent in 2014–15. In 2015–16, 81 percent of teachers thought the evaluation system helped them know the precise areas where they could improve. Another potential reason for positive educator perceptions is that teachers witness TDOE being responsive to their teacher survey outcomes, and realize that the SEA values their input. During teacher survey response rates every year provide evidence that this may be true.

Still, TDOE realized that while it had been strong on implementation fidelity, it needed to do more to connect evaluation with meaningful development opportunities. Building on the foundation it has in place from its implementation and data quality efforts, the SEA is developing supports to help teachers further improve. One way Tennessee is doing this is through a teacher-pairing program called the Instructional Partnership Initiative, developed with researchers from Brown University. Unlike in some other states, TDOE has access to practice-level classroom observation data for individual teachers. Given this, TDOE came up with the idea of generating reports to show principals how they could use the data to pair higher- and lower-performing teachers based on areas of strength and growth in particular teacher practices. “There are all kinds of mentoring structures within schools but they are rarely set up by [teachers’] strengths and weaknesses,” Schwartz said.

The paired teachers receive guidance from their principal on how they could collaborate to improve their skills in the area identified, such as reviewing "principals cannot do it alone and need to leverage highly effective teachers," said Paul Fleming, Assistant Commissioner of Teachers and Leaders.

While promising, the school leader evaluation system will take additional time and training to implement well. Though the state plans to scale up its pilot program pairing teachers based on their strengths and weaknesses, it does not yet have a clear timeframe for extending it to all LEAs. And beyond encouraging paired teachers to meet during regularly scheduled hours—for instance, a planning period or before school—the state has not provided further guidance to LEAs around carving out time for this collaboration.
Beyond Ratings: Re-envisioning State Teacher Evaluation Systems as Tools for Professional Growth

After Tennessee, Delaware was the second state to implement a multi-measure evaluation system under RTT. The Delaware Department of Education (DDE) fully implemented its system, called DPAS-II, in the 2012–13 school year, the same year the state began fully implementing new academic standards. Since that time, the department has closely monitored LEAs’ progress in DPAS-II implementation by visiting a subset of schools across all LEAs throughout the year. During the process, which New America observed, department officials sit down with observers to review the quality and completeness of their observation ratings and feedback entered into the state’s online system. In this way, the department seeks to ensure school leaders are conducting observations and entering their feedback as they should. Additionally, the monitoring team examines a sample of evaluations to dig deeper and assess feedback quality. For instance, the team measures whether the feedback is accurate and actionable, hones in on specific areas for growth, and offers suggestions for improvement.

During some monitoring visits, department officials glean whether observers adequately coach teachers, offer suggestions for improvement, and point them to other professional learning opportunities.

Common Themes and Considerations

These four states are actively working to forge a better balance between accountability and teacher development in service of student learning. They are going beyond basic messaging to focus on areas like providing observers with training for suggesting specific supports connected to evaluation feedback, and developing methods for meaningfully monitoring LEAs to ensure they are following through in making this connection on the ground.

Building strong school leaders is key to ensuring that the evaluation and development enterprise leads to targeted feedback and professional learning. These four states are actively working to forge a better balance between accountability and teacher development in service of student learning. They are going beyond basic messaging to focus on areas like providing observers with training for suggesting specific supports connected to evaluation feedback, and developing methods for meaningfully monitoring LEAs to ensure they are following through in making this connection on the ground.

Building strong school leaders is key to ensuring that the evaluation and development enterprise leads to targeted feedback and professional learning.

During some monitoring visits, department officials also ask teachers to describe an evaluation experience to target professional learning difficult, Christopher Ruszkowski, Chief Officer of the Teacher & Leader Effectiveness Unit said. “Ruszkowski attributes this challenge to the potential need for rubric design tweaks and more rigorous observer training. Though its initial take-up among educators was low, it decided to host “BloomBoard University” to provide training for school leader observers, teachers, and LEA leaders on how to maximize the platform to help guide professional growth.”

One area the state has struggled with is differentiating between observation ratings and feedback entered into the state’s online platform to house and share evaluation data and provides BloomBoard for free as one option. Most LEAs have signed on to use the BloomBoard platform, which, as previously noted, connects teacher evaluation data with a menu of aligned professional learning resources. Delaware then monitors teachers’ participation in the professional learning opportunities available through the platform. After realizing that initial take-up among educators was low, it decided to host “BloomBoard University” to provide training for school leader observers, teachers, and LEA leaders on how to maximize the platform to help guide professional growth.

Still, it is precisely because states are simultaneously implementing several major new initiatives that the focus on development is so important. For example, new student academic standards require new teacher knowledge and practices, and a recent Gallup poll found that six in ten teachers believe that these new standards can facilitate better teacher development. However, the poll also found that teachers are fearful of being held accountable for student performance on new aligned state assessments. SEAs appear to be responding to this fear by keeping discussions of evaluation largely separate from standards. Although other states may be doing so, only Louisiana spoke intentionally about working to reframe evaluation as a way to support teacher adoption of the standards.

Capacity constraints have also limited states’ ability to scale up the initiatives they have undertaken. For example, while several states provide trainings for observers on how to provide meaningful feedback to teachers and suggestions for growth, most states still struggle to ensure that all leaders are equipped with these skills. Financial resources have played a significant role. Although states had to submit a sustainability plan as part of their Race to the Top applications, the program’s end has meant that many are struggling to maintain the initiatives they have instituted even at their current scale. States do need sustained resources for some of this work, particularly when it comes to areas such as ensuring that all new observers are adequately trained to deliver accurate feedback tied to meaningful support.

However, a recent analysis of state spending under RTT found that state grantees spent less than their funds—nine percent, overall—on educator evaluation and support systems.102 And two of the states highlighted, Louisiana and Colorado, received a small amount of RTT funds in comparison to other states.103 As such, these snapshots demonstrate what SEAs can accomplish when they choose to make evaluation and support system improvements a top priority.
States have historically played a minimal role in teachers’ professional development, with schools and LEAs leading the bulk of this work. The unsurprising outcome is that many states, even those with policies requiring their teacher evaluation systems to inform development, have focused on their systems’ design and implementation for accountability while largely ignoring their potential for helping teachers improve their practice.

Still, several states—including those highlighted in our four snapshots—are already taking some steps to use evaluation systems to support teacher growth. But additional actions must be taken by these as well as other states. Some actions can be through policy requirements that encourage accurate, frequent, actionable feedback, while others must be through the communication, support, and monitoring of these policies. While states’ spheres of influence and capacity will vary, they can select and tailor high-impact actions for their specific context.

Policy Actions:

- **Ensure that teachers receive accurate observation ratings and meaningful feedback.** In order for evaluation systems to make good on the promise of improving the quality of teaching and learning, observers must correctly identify specific areas of strength and weakness and use that information to help teachers engage in professional growth. Three strategies for doing this are:
  - Require high-quality observer training and certification assessments with a high bar for passage. States should make rigorous ongoing observer training and certification mandatory for evaluation, as Tennessee has done, in order to ensure that all educators trust the feedback they receive, and the feedback meaningfully differentiates teacher performance to accurately inform their development. As in Tennessee, state training and certification should go beyond observer accuracy and also ensure capacity to effectively analyze evaluation data, provide targeted meaningful feedback, and design/recommend professional learning opportunities based on the results.
  - Incorporate other content-area observers in the evaluation process. Only four states with a policy requiring a connection between evaluation and development currently require multiple observers. Even in states that allow multiple observers, LEAs have not yet taken full advantage of the flexibility. Including additional observers has been shown to not only improve feedback accuracy, but also educators’ perceptions of the evaluation process. States can forego hiring costly external observers by identifying and leveraging effective teacher leaders for evaluation so long as they pass rigorous certification protocols.
  - Require or allow the use of student surveys. Given that students observe instruction every day of the school year, their feedback can provide teachers and their instructional leaders with powerful information on their practice. While many states allow student surveys to be used in evaluation, few actually require them, and among those states that do allow their use, many LEAs have chosen not to include them. When thoughtfully designed and administered, student surveys can add formative value to the evaluation process while also increasing its accuracy and helping students feel empowered. States should employ developmentally-appropriate student surveys that have been deemed valid and reliable for the purpose of assessing teacher practice, as Massachusetts has done, and ensure teachers and instructional leaders are trained on how best to interpret and use the data for continuous improvement.

- **Ensure teachers receive frequent, timely feedback on their practice.** Feedback from evaluation systems can be made more impactful for development through the following actions:
  - Require multiple observations annually for all teachers. Increasing frequency does not have to mean increasing the burden on observers. Assuming a strong system for ensuring observer accuracy, states could allow flexibility so that consistently strong performers can waive some observations, customize their observations to focus on particular teaching practices, or only receive short rather than full-length observations. Additionally, observers could assess different components of educator practice in different observations rather than all at once, ideally based on areas that arise as priorities for improvement at the individual, school, and/or LEA-level in the prior year. This approach has the dual benefit of providing educators, particularly those new to the profession, with targeted feedback on a discrete and manageable set of skills to practice. Finally, allowing multiple observers, such as trained teacher leaders, can enable more frequent observations while lessening the burden on school principal observers.
  - Require professional growth processes based on evaluation data for all teachers. While many states require struggling teachers to be on a “professional growth plan,” these are actually “professional intervention plans”—as opposed to a plan—which should be labeled accordingly, so that having a plan for professional growth is synonymous with poor performance. Even in states that require growth plans for all teachers, school leaders may not implement these policies consistently or meaningfully. There are several reasons why this may occur, from a deficit of skills on how to effectively analyze evaluation data and plan appropriate professional learning to a lack of clarity about how to use the process effectively to support teacher development. To make these plans meaningful rather than compliance-driven, states should emphasize, provide guidance for, and monitor a growth process—as opposed to a plan—which should take place at the LEA, school, and individual teacher levels and allow for ongoing assessment and reflection, including setting and revisiting interim goals. At the individual level, teachers should lead the process with input from and ultimate approval by their observer. And professional growth planning should place student needs front and center.

- **Use formal evaluation system structures to drive a focus on development.** Several useful structures to aid teacher development already exist in many states’ evaluation systems but are not being tapped to their full potential. Two ways to do this include:
  - Require multiple observations annually for all teachers. Increasing frequency does not have to mean increasing the burden on observers. Assuming a strong system for ensuring observer accuracy, states could allow flexibility so that consistently strong performers can waive some observations, customize their observations to focus on particular teaching practices, or only receive short rather than full-length observations. Additionally, observers could assess different components of educator practice in different observations rather than all at once, ideally based on areas that arise as priorities for improvement at the individual, school, and/or LEA-level in the prior year. This approach has the dual benefit of providing educators, particularly those new to the profession, with targeted feedback on a discrete and manageable set of skills to practice. Finally, allowing multiple observers, such as trained teacher leaders, can enable more frequent observations while lessening the burden on school principal observers.
  - Expanding teacher leadership opportunities to encourage more informal observations. States should incentivize and assist LEAs in creating formal teacher leadership pathways. Teacher leaders can provide their colleagues with more frequent informal or low-stakes feedback on their practice throughout the school year and lead professional learning to help implement new, more rigorous, academic standards. One way states can do this is by helping LEAs identify effective teacher leaders based on consistent demonstration of high performance, to lead teacher development, and encouraging school principals to leverage them further, as Louisiana and Tennessee have done.

- **Use formal evaluation system structures to drive a focus on development.** Several useful structures to aid teacher development already exist in many states’ evaluation systems but are not being tapped to their full potential. Two ways to do this include:
  - Ensure post-observation conferences shortly after observations occur. Face-to-face debriefs that take place soon after the observation allow the observer and teacher to have the observation fresh in their memories, and make it more likely that the feedback discussed can be incorporated into practice in a timely manner. The structure also provides space for the observer and teacher to discuss and come to consensus around areas for growth and next steps, which is often more meaningful than simply receiving written feedback.
Support Actions:

- Integrate teacher evaluation with other teaching and learning priorities, and support LEAs and schools in doing the same. SEAs can ensure evaluation systems are viewed and used as development tools if they:
  - Prioritize collaboration across all SEA divisions related to teaching. Real collaboration across and integration of the SEA’s various initiatives is key to improving teacher practice and promoting learning. One way states can do this is by aligning supports for evaluating teaching practices with supports for academic standards, as Louisiana has done. Such a strategy is likely to help drive the message that evaluation is for support, rather than just for accountability. Another way is to use evaluation system data to identify teacher leaders to deliver professional development trainings on state teaching and learning initiatives, as Tennessee and Louisiana have done.
  - Help LEAs and schools understand how evaluation fits into the larger goal of improving teaching and learning. States must adequately train school and SEA staff on the various standards they have adopted (teaching, professional learning, and academic) and how these initiatives can and should support each other, and then equip them with strategies and tools for making these connections like Louisiana has done by providing expanded content observation rubrics with key “look fors” in math and ELA.
  - Prioritize ongoing in-person support for observers. States must build the skills of observers to accurately assess teacher practice, provide meaningful feedback, and connect the feedback to high-quality professional learning opportunities, and then follow up to monitor educator progress beyond the required initial training and certification. States should follow the lead of Delaware and North Carolina and offer ongoing trainings throughout the year so that observers maintain their skills. While these trainings would be optional for most observers, states could make them mandatory for those most in need of support. As part of that process, states could also invest in and support teacher leaders to provide educators with ongoing formative feedback and professional development connected with their evaluation results, as Louisiana has done.
  - Use data from evaluation systems to inform professional development, and help LEAs do the same. Evaluation systems provide a wealth of data that can inform professional development at the individual, team, school, LEA, and state level. States with access to evaluation data at the individual teaching practice level should analyze them to identify trends in teacher strengths and weaknesses, and develop PD to address the areas where teachers were most in need of improvement, as New Jersey has done. Even states without direct access to evaluation data can provide technical assistance and trainings to LEAs and school leaders to perform these types of analysis. States should ensure observers and educators are made aware of—and trained on, if necessary—the professional learning resources and opportunities available to them.
  - Leverage technology to better integrate evaluation and development systems. To help scale up efforts to connect evaluation and development, several states are using online platforms that “tag” professional learning resources to align with the indicators in the observation rubric. States should help ensure that educators are aware of and see the value of the resources made available to them. However, online resources should never replace in-person supports, such as coaching, particularly for higher-level teaching skills. Still, burgeoning research indicates that allowing video observations in addition to “live” observations can help teachers and observers develop a common frame of reference when discussing feedback in post-observation conferences, and could help build trust in the development aspect of the evaluation process.354
  - Ensure any development opportunities aligned to expected teaching practices are high-quality. Technology has made it increasingly easy to share resources and opportunities for professional learning aligned to specific teaching practices in observation rubrics. However, states must vet any such resources prior to distributing them widely. Strong vetting can occur through empowering proven teacher leaders to co-create resources, having internal or external experts involved in their development, or instituting a rigorous process to source them from educators in their schools, as Kentucky has done.
Create structures and supports for team-based collaboration based on evaluation results. Requiring professional growth plans and post-observation conferences are two ways in which states can help create structures for teachers. And states can do more to help school leaders and educators work collaboratively toward school-wide, team, and individual goals as part of the evaluation process. For example, states could follow Tennessee and Colorado’s lead and offer tools, guidance, and/or support to LEAs and school leaders on how to pair or group teachers based on evaluation results to create true “professional learning communities.” As initial findings from Tennessee show, such structures can have an impact on teacher practice and student learning. And states should go further and provide guidance to LEAs around possibilities for re-envisioning the use of teachers’ time, and consider providing incentives for LEAs to act on it.

Where possible, leverage external organizations and regional centers to maximize capacity and resources. Despite good intentions, many SEAs are strapped for personnel and financial resources to do this important work. To overcome this challenge, states can partner with external organizations to assist with evaluation-related efforts, such as assessing teacher perceptions of evaluation efforts (as Tennessee did with SCORE and Vanderbilt), or providing in-person training sessions (as Colorado did with the Colorado Education Initiative). SEAs can also partner with regional education service centers or cooperatives to further their ability to support LEAs in growing teachers’ practice, as Colorado has done, although they have to revisit how they manage their relationships with these entities to ensure their services are aligned to state priorities and efforts.

Monitoring Actions:

Institute processes to gauge whether teacher evaluation systems are being used to inform development. After building observers’ skills, SEAs should attempt to ensure that they are providing teachers with quality feedback and aligned learning opportunities. States can then use the information collected to determine where additional communication and support is needed. While these efforts will look different by state context, states could:

○ Solicit feedback from teachers and school leaders on evaluation, and its connection to development. States should regularly assess educators’ perceptions of whether evaluation is being used as a tool for support, as Tennessee has done with its surveys, and then act on the results by targeting interventions and supports to those LEAs where teachers gave the poorest ratings. States could also follow Delaware’s lead and interview a representative sample of schools within LEAs to dig deeper into how evaluation is being used to drive professional learning at the local level.

○ Create tools or mechanisms to track or selectively audit observation data and feedback quality. For example, Delaware developed a rubric to review observer feedback during monitoring visits, and states such as Tennessee and New York compare schools’ observation and student growth scores to identify any misalignment between them. While Delaware can audit feedback more readily due to its small size, other states could audit a representative sample or assess feedback quality using educator surveys.

Use evaluation systems to assess quality and impact of specific professional development activities. While some states are tracking educators’ perception of PD quality or their participation in professional learning opportunities, few states are following up to assess impact of PD on teacher practice. But teacher evaluation systems could be a tool for measuring impact. In our interviews, Tennessee was the only state that mentioned tracking the impact of its training on new state standards using teacher evaluation data. But even if states do not have direct access to evaluation data, as Tennessee does, they can still help LEAs use their data to assess the quality and impact of educators’ professional learning experiences over time.

Ensure school leaders are held accountable for teacher evaluation and development. Many states are just beginning to fully roll out new principal evaluation systems. States should take the opportunity to develop policies and guidance to ensure these systems fully capture school leaders’ teacher evaluation and professional learning responsibilities, as Tennessee has done. States should employ the lessons learned from evaluation implementation to help support school leaders in the areas in which they are accountable.

Final Thoughts

State education agencies are beginning to embrace the notion that both accountability and development play important roles in ensuring that evaluation systems have the intended effect of improving the quality of teaching for all students. While leading with development may make it easier to create the conditions for teacher growth to occur, even states that initially focused on accountability are finding ways to re-envision their evaluation systems to have a greater focus on support. SEAs are also recognizing that while LEAs and schools will play the largest role in ensuring evaluation data are used to achieve the dual goals of accountability and development, those efforts will be more effective and more likely to happen at scale if states take on several roles as well: as a messenger, provider of support, and monitor of local efforts.

States need to be intentional in this work and consider the evidence on what types of professional development are most likely to truly grow teachers’ knowledge and instructional quality. For example, while it is critical to move away from “one-size-fits-all” professional development, simply offering a platform connecting educators to online professional learning resources based on evaluation data will not be enough; this is only a move to “one-size-fits-most.” Teachers must also have in-person support, including opportunities to practice what they have learned in a low-stakes environment, along with accurate, timely feedback on their progress. While ensuring individual teachers receive targeted feedback and learning opportunities is critical, these types of professional learning opportunities need not all be individualized. States should also analyze aggregate data to assess and plan to address professional learning at the state level, and assist and encourage LEAs and schools to do the same at their respective levels.

Doing this work well requires substantive commitment and capacity. Currently, many SEAs may feel they have more of the former than the latter particularly with Race to the Top’s end.106 And the recent reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act—the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)—no longer includes a general provision of professional development for teachers as an allowable use of state funds.

However, states may use ESSA Title II funds for developing and improving evaluation and support systems that provide educators with “clear, timely, and useful feedback,” or for assisting LEAs in doing so.107 While this is good news for state education agencies, it does not mean they have everything they need to do this work well. State legislators and governors, philanthropic organizations, technical assistance providers and others must support SEAs as they begin or bolster efforts to re-envision evaluation systems as tools for improvement and help generate a new narrative and culture around them: beyond ratings for personnel decisions and toward meaningful feedback for ongoing teacher—and student—growth.
Interviews Conducted

The following interviews were conducted as part of research for this paper:

- **Arizona**—Eric Brooks, Director, Effective Teachers and Leaders Unit, and Susan Poole, Education Program Specialist, Arizona Department of Education
- **Arkansas**—Ivy Pfeifer, Assistant Commissioner for Human Resources, Educator Effectiveness and Licensure, Arkansas Department of Education
- **Colorado** (site visit)—Katy Arthes, Executive Director of Educator Effectiveness, and Toby King, Director of Educator Effectiveness, Colorado Department of Education
- **Connecticut**—Shannon Martinson, Director for Educator Effectiveness and Professional Learning, Connecticut Department of Education
- **Delaware** (site visit)—Christopher Ruzkowski, Chief Officer of the Teacher and Leader Effectiveness Unit, and Eric Niebrzydowski, Deputy Officer of the Teacher and Leader Effectiveness Unit, Delaware Department of Education
- **District of Columbia**—Eli Mirav, Manager, Education Policy and Compliance Division of Elementary, Secondary, and Specialized Education, Office of the State Superintendent of Education
- **Florida**—Eileen McDaniel, Chief, Bureau of Educator Recruitment, Development & Retention, Florida Department of Education
- **Georgia**—Cynthia Saxm, Associate Superintendent of Teacher and Leader Effectiveness Branch, Georgia Department of Education
- **Hawaii**—Sean Atai, Personnel Director, Hawaii Department of Education
- **Kentucky**—Christine Meisberger, Manager, Teacher & Leader Effectiveness Branch, and Cindy Parker, former Division Director, Next Generation Professionals, Kentucky Department of Education
- **Louisiana** (site visit)—Rebecca Kocker, Assistant Superintendent of Academic Content and Melissa Mamiro, Deputy Director of Academic Content, Louisiana Department of Education
- **Maine**—No response
- **Massachusetts**—Regine Philippeaux-Pierre, former Professional Development Coordinator, and Matthew Holloway, Specialist, Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
- **Michigan**—Abigail Groff Blaszak, Director of Educator Talent and Policy Coordination, Michigan Department of Education
- **Minnesota**—Tyler Livingston, Educator Evaluation Supervisor, and Renee Ringold, School Support Specialist, Minnesota Department of Education
- **Mississippi**—No response
- **New Jersey**—Carl Blanchard, Director, Office of Evaluation, New Jersey Department of Education
- **New Mexico**—Matthew Montano, Director, Educator Quality Division, New Mexico Department of Education
- **New York**—Alexander Trikalinos, Program Manager, Teacher and Leader Effectiveness, New York State Department of Education
- **North Carolina**—Robert Sox, Professional Development Coordinator, North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
- **North Dakota**—No response
- **Ohio**—Julia Simmer, Senior Executive Director, Center for the Teaching Profession, Ohio Department of Education
- **Oregon**—Unable to schedule prior to publication
- **Rhode Island**—Sandra Forand, former Educator Quality Fellow, and Lauren Marlatich, Education Specialist, Rhode Island Department of Education
- **South Carolina**—Kristin Joannes, Director of Teacher Evaluation, South Carolina Department of Education
- **South Dakota**—No response
- **Tennessee**—Courtney Seiler, former Deputy Director of Evaluation, Nate Schwartz, Chief Research and Strategy Officer, Paul Fleming, Assistant Commissioner of Teachers and Leaders, Tennessee Department of Education
- **Utah**—Linda Alder, Coordinator of Educator Effectiveness, Utah Department of Education
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